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Abstract 
 
In wide areas of North Europe rising sea level and increasing groundwater tables created a 
landscape dominated by peatlands during the Holocene. They were hostile places from 
today’s point of view, but also fertile hunting grounds, sites with numerous plant species 
yielding fruits rich in vitamins, and holy sites. Living in such an environment required a special 
adaptation; so man started building trackways - wooden constructions to cross the swampy 
ground.  
From northwest Germany more than 500 of these ´artificial roads` are known – about 350 of 
them date to prehistory. One of these constructions is trackway Pr 6, situated in the northern 
Duemmer Geest lowland. Overgrown by raised bog plant species and today covered by peat 
the trackway survived for millennia. As part of a number of corduroy roads built to cross the 
large raised bog complex, the trackway runs in a southwest-northeast direction over a 
distance of about 4.5 km.  
With its length and elaborated construction the trackway belongs to the most famous 
trackways in Germany. Mainly made of split stumps, trunks, and planks of oak and alder, the 
spectrum used as timber contains maple, willow, birch and ash. Its construction shows the 
classical components of a substructure and a superstructure. In very swampy sections a multi-
row substructure was built and the planks of the superstructure were fixed at their ends. In 
2011 an outstanding find was made: a 78 cm long wooden pole with carved rings at one end.  
As dendrochronological data of the timber show, the trackway was built in the pre-Roman 
Iron Age, at the end of the in the first half of the 7th decade BC and maintained over a period 
of at least 20 years.  
Until today, in total about 3,500 m of the trackway has been disturbed, most of it triggered by 
peat extraction lasting over more than 100 years. At present, about 1,000 m remain, half of it 
endangered by peat extraction. This section will be extracted starting 2019. The remaining ca. 
500 m are under protection and will be preserved in the field, protected by the remaining peat 
layer.  
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